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Author Zhongxian Wu
XinYi WuDao
Reflecting sixteen years of intensive fieldwork, this
book is a rich chronicle of the daily lives, belief
systems, and healing rituals of four highly revered
Tibetan shamans forced into exile by the Chinese
invasion during the 1950s. Larry Peters lived and
studied closely with the shamans in Nepal, learning
their belief system, observing and participating in
their rituals, and introducing many dozens of students
to their worldview. Including photographs of the
shamans in ecstatic ritual and trance, this book—one
of the most extensive ethnographic works ever done
on Tibetan shamanism—captures the end of Tibetan
shamanism while opening a window onto the culture
and traditions that survived centuries of attack in
Tibet, only to die out in Nepal. The violent treatment
of shamans by the Buddhist lama has a long history in
Tibet and neighboring Mongolia. At one point,
shamans were burned at the stake. However, in the
mountainous Himalayan terrain, especially in the
difficult to reach areas geographically distant from
the Buddhist monastic urban centers, shamans were
respected and their work revered. Peters’s
authoritative and meticulous research into the belief
systems of these last surviving representatives of the
shamanic traditions of the remote Himalayas
preserves, in vivid detail, the techniques of ecstasy,
described as pathways to the shamanic spiritual
world. From the Trade Paperback edition.
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Heavenly Stems and Earthly Branches Author Zhongxian Wu
TianGan DiZhi
The Yijing (I Ching) or "Book of Change" is one of the
oldest of the Chinese classic texts and has held a key
place in the Daoist tradition for thousands of years.
Explaining the ancient Yijing system of prediction
based on the Xiang (symbolism) and Shu
(numerology) knowledge of Bagua (the eight basic
trigrams), which have not previously been written
about outside China, this book makes the Yijing
accessible to the Western world in a new and fuller
way. In the space of just eight days, Master
Zhongxian Wu leads the reader towards a deep
understanding of the Eight Trigrams of the Yijing and
how to apply this knowledge in practical ways in daily
life. Master Wu explores the numerology and
symbolism of Yijing and clearly explains how the
reader can use the Yijing divination system for
themselves. This remarkable book provides a userfriendly eight day program that will be a fascinating
read for anyone with an interest in learning more
about the Yijing or Chinese philosophy and culture as
a whole, as well as those who wish to learn how to
use the Yijing for practical purposes.

The Healing Power of the Human Voice
The author of the Complete Illustrated Guide to Feng
Shui provides an introduction to mantras, or Buddhist
chants, and mudras--hand gestures--identifying their
physical and spiritual benefits, from increased energy
levels to deep inner calm.
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Tao Magic
Author Zhongxian Wu
Never before written about in the West, this advanced
form of Qigong from one of China's esoteric traditions
offers great cumulative benefits from regular daily
practice. Master Wu describes the practice in detail,
provides the mantra, visualization, and mudra for
each movement as well as explaining the therapeutic
benefits of the practice.

Hidden Secrets of Asian Magic
I Ching Acupuncture - The Balance Method is a system
of acupuncture point selection based on the principles
of Chinese philosophy and classic Chinese texts,
including the I Ching, Nei Jing Su Wen and Ling Shu. In
this unique book Dr. Twicken presents classic Chinese
philosophical models that explain the relationships
between philosophy, Chinese medical principles,
acupuncture channels and the human body. The
models are the He Tu, Luo Shu Nine Palaces, Early
Heaven Ba Gua, Later Heaven Ba Gua, Twelve-Stage
Growth Cycle, Stems and Branches and the Chinese
calendar. These models and theories clearly show the
relationships between the acupuncture channels and
the human body and provide guiding theory for
acupuncture strategies and point selection. I Ching
Acupuncture presents six Balance Methods. This
clinically effective system of acupuncture is based on
minimal and distal acupuncture treatments. I Ching
Acupuncture - The Balance Method is a valuable and
effective acupuncture system that can complement
any practice.
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The Tao of Craft
Author Zhongxian Wu
This book details several beneficial Mudras, and
provides a holistic view of physical and spiritual
healing. The right colours, foods, thoughts and
ambience combined with regular Mudra-practice will
make for a new and healthy you!

The 12 Chinese Animals
This book examines shamanism from evolutionary
and biological perspectives to identify the origins of
shamanic healing in rituals that enhance individual
and group function. * Written by an internationally
recognized scholar on shamanism * Illustrates
evidence of ancient shamanic practices * A
bibliography provides current and historical sources
on shamanism

Iron Shirt Chi Kung
Vital Breath of the Dao is a fully illustrated guide to
the historical background, practical application,
underlying principles and techniques of Qigong, a way
of physical and spiritual cultivation, and a way of life.
Chinese Shamanic Tiger Qigong is a uniquely potent
practice designed to bolster health and deepen
spiritual connection to universal energy. Lineage
holder Master Zhongxian Wu uses story-telling and a
wealth of practical examples to introduce this
powerful 24-movement Qigong form, which combines
the traditions of ancient shamanism, Confucianism,
Daoism, classical Chinese medicine, and the martial
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will also beWu
of interest to experienced
practitioners, students of classical Chinese Medicine
and anyone interested in Classical Chinese culture
and anthropology.

Qigong Meditation
* Silver Medal Winner in the 2010 BOTYA Awards
Body, Mind and Spirit Category * The Chinese
horoscope holds the key to a better understanding of
self and others, and to living a life of harmony. Not
just the year of birth, but also the month, day and
hour have significance in true Chinese astrology.
Master Zhongxian Wu explains how to find your power
animal symbols, and how to learn from their wisdom.
By fully understanding what each animal signifies,
and how they relate to the major hexagrams of the
Yijing, he shows that they can help you to find inner
peace and live in harmony with family, friends, the
wider community, and with nature. Using the wisdom
of the twelve animal symbols as a guide, you will
learn how to better understand your personality, and
make choices that profoundly influence your health,
relationships, career, and finances, allowing you to
live up to your greatest potential. Making the wisdom
of the twelve Chinese animals accessible to the
Western reader for the first time in its relationship
with the Yijing, this book will be an illuminating read
for anyone interested in understanding themselves
and their life patterns better, Chinese astrology, and
the Yijing.
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Taoist Cosmic Healing
Author Zhongxian Wu
This book presents the foundation theoretical theory
for the two most popular methods of meditation,
Small Circulation and Grand Circulation.

Shamanism
This engaging, highly anticipated book compellingly
describes healing techniques of Chinese shamanism
while respecting the tradition. CT Holman, a medically
trained and licensed clinician of over 20 years, clearly
explains how Chinese shamanism can be seamlessly
woven into modern lifestyle and contemporary
medical practices. He explores effective methods to
address physical pathologies and emotional
imbalances by applying shamanic-influenced
techniques including visualizations, verbal healing
and shamanic drumming, among others for self-care
and medical treatment. The primary resource for the
material presented originates from the author's
intensive decade-long study under shamanic teacher,
Master Zhongxian Wu. Several color illustrations and
before-and-after patient photos are included that
beautifully depict the spirit-based diagnostics and
treatments. Incorporating numerous clinical examples
and thoroughly researched procedures, this book
teaches practitioners how to combine treatments concentrating on the spirit and soul - with modern
medicine to treat the whole person and enrich their
practice. This enlightening book is a must-read for
Chinese medicine practitioners, other medical
professionals and non-professionals interested in the
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Fire Dragon Meridian Qigong
SHAMANISM is understood by some people to be a
primitive form of religion or religio-magic practised by
the aborigines of northern Asia as well as by all other
aborigines in other parts of the world. This opinion is
held by Mikhailowski, Kharuzin, and some other
Russian scientists. Others hold that Shamanism was
only one form of expression of the religious cult of
northern Asia, practised in order to avert the evil
spirits. This opinion is found in the writings of
Jochelson and Bogoras. There is still another view put
forward, which it is well for us to consider. This view
we find expressed very clearly in the following extract
from Klementz: 'One must not lose sight of the fact
that in the various beliefs of the Siberian tribes a very
close connexion is noticeable, and, likewise, there can
be observed an uninterrupted identity in the
foundations of their mythology, and in their rites,
even extending as far as the nomenclature-all of
which gives one the right to suppose that these
beliefs are the result of the joint work of the
intellectual activity of the whole north of Asia.'

Cosmic Ascension
For the first time in English, Benebell Wen reveals the
rich history and theoretical principles underlying the
ancient practice of crafting Fu talismans, or magical
sigils, in the Chinese Taoist tradition and gives
detailed instructions for modern practitioners who
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and empowered by means of invocations, ritual, and
transferences of energy, or Qi. Talismans can be used
for many purposes, such as strengthening or
weakening personality characteristics, finding love,
earning more money, or easing emotional tensions in
the home. The Tao of Craft shows how metaphysical
energy can be harnessed to amplify, strengthen,
weaken, dispel, or block other metaphysical energy
and to rectify perceived imbalances in the material
plane. Supported by an abundance of detailed charts
and images, this book serves as a step-by-step
handbook that gives readers the knowledge and
confidence to craft their own Fu talismans for
personal empowerment. Wen, author of Holistic Tarot,
delves into historic and cultural contexts of the Fu,
from the neolithic period of Chinese history to
contemporary practices of esoteric Taoism. Providing
a solid foundation in the principles of Eastern
spellcrafting, she highlights the blending of Taoist
metaphysical practices with Western approaches to
magic by pointing out eclectic, integrating, and
harmonizing facets from other cultures and religions.
Historically, Fu talismans were used by medieval
Chinese for alleviating illness; averting misfortune,
magical attacks, and curses; defending against
assaults; and avoiding poverty. This book shows
Western practitioners that the skill and knowledge to
develop an interactive relationship with spirit realms
are still available to them today, and serves as a
practical handbook for accumulating Qi energy from
sources in the environment and channeling it in
concentrated form into their own Fu talismans. From
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Chinese Medical Qigong
A guide to the practice of Inner Alchemy, which allows
you to control the energies of your inner universe to
better connect with energies of the outer universe •
Teaches the essential first-level meditations in Taoist
practice, also known as Fusion of the Five Forces, for
self-healing and emotional and spiritual development
• Shows step-by-step how to remove negative
emotions from the organs in which they are lodged by
neutralizing and transforming the negativity back into
positive energy • Includes basic and advanced-level
meditations Fusion of the Five Elements is the
necessary first step in the Taoist practice of Inner
Alchemy, in which one learns to control the
generation and flow of emotional, mental, and
physical energies within the body. It is a series of
meditations designed to locate and dissolve negative
energies trapped inside the body by making a
connection between the five outer senses
(experienced through the ears, eyes, nose, mouth,
and tongue) and the five major negative emotions
(anger, hate, worry, sadness, and fear). When the
body is cleared of negative energy, universal chi
energy flows freely and productively, nourishing both
body and soul. The practice is divided into two parts.
The first works with controlling the forces of the five
elements on the five major organs of the body by
learning the elements’ effects upon each other and
how to balance and utilize these energies properly.
The advanced Fusion exercises then show how to
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to strengthen
internal
weaknesses and crystallize
positive energy. By “fusing” all the different kinds of
energy together, a harmonious whole is created--the
key to manifesting an Immortal existence.

The Alchemy of Sexual Energy
Chinese Shamanic Cosmic Orbit Qigong is an
advanced form of Qigong from one of China’s esoteric
traditions. Never before written about in the West,
this form offers great cumulative benefits from
regular daily practice. Master Wu describes the
practice in detail, including the meaning and
significance of the Chinese names for each
movement, with its shamanic roots, and provides the
mantra, visualization, and mudra for each as well as
explaining the therapeutic benefits and talismanic
aspects. The book is fully illustrated, and there is a
handy reference quick guide at the end showing the
entire orbit. This unique book will be essential reading
for advanced students and practitioners of Qigong
and anyone interested in Daoism, or the ancient
wisdom traditions of China.

Inner Christianity
• Includes practices for cleansing the blood of toxins,
relieving pain, using sexual energy for healing, and
other tools for the treatment and prevention of
disease • Explains the unique healing potential of chi
kung color therapy and how to harness universal and
earthly elemental energies in healing • By Mantak
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in an underlying
universe and intimately binds all things. Taoist Cosmic
Healing presents chi kung techniques that develop
and strengthen awareness of the forces and energetic
principles of the universe and the earthly six
directions, allowing the reader to draw upon these
forces for healing themselves and others. Taoist
Cosmic Healing teaches the reader how to use the
major acupuncture points in the hands to activate,
open, and balance the chi meridians throughout the
body. This practice allows the student to detoxify and
rejuvenate the major organ systems and, when
combined with specific body positions and the chi
kung stance, to heal others. Through Mantak Chia’s
profound understanding of the ancient esoteric
science of guiding chi energy, students can learn how
to harness the astral energies of specific stars. Master
Chia also explains the important role that compassion
and positive energy play in enhancing one’s ability to
heal. He presents for the first time in the West the
details of chi kung color therapy and how it can
activate and strengthen the immune system.

The Six Healing Sounds
Based on the latest edition of the approved textbook
on Medical Qigong used in Chinese universities, this
authoritative paperback edition has been completely
revised and edited to meet the needs of western
practitioners. The editors emphasize the practice of
Qigong, and this section of the book has been revised
and expanded; a wide range of Qigong forms are
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of Qigong. The section on
the clinical applications of Qigong in the treatment of
a wide range of conditions, with the recommended
Qigong forms for treatment, and relevant references
to the ancient texts has been substantially revised,
and focuses on conditions more common in the West.
The book also presents the newest research on
Medical Qigong, including groundbreaking new
discoveries about the physiological and psychological
mechanisms. Omitted from this paperback edition are
the extensive excerpts from the ancient texts, and
the detailed history, more appropriate for academic
study. This is an unparalleled resource for
practitioners of Qigong and Chinese medicine, as well
as medical students and other healthcare
professionals seeking a better understanding of the
theory, practice and beneficial health applications of
Medical Qigong.

Chinese Shamanic Cosmic Orbit Qigong
Sitting Meditation is becoming more and more
popular as people realize that finding their inner self
brings health, happiness and clear meaning to one's
own life. Chinese Qigong has a rich theoretical
foundation for meditation training known as Small
Circulation where the body's energy is consciously
circulated on energetic pathways. This book describes
the theory and presents a detailed practice routine for
Small Circulation and Internal Elixir Qigong.

Tranquil Sitting
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internal alchemy method that embodies the spirit of
the rising dragon, an auspicious symbol of
transformation in Chinese culture. The form works
directly on the acupuncture meridians, releasing
areas of stagnation and bringing the physical and
emotional body into a balanced state of well-being.
This Qigong form implements special visualization
and breathing techniques in addition to movements
that imitate sparks arising from a bonfire and swirling
upward like a spiraling dragon. Stoking our 'inner fire'
melts away the 'ice', or the areas of blockage and
disease, opens our energetic pathways and allows the
smooth flow of Qi in our meridians. The Fire Dragon
practice follows the traditional internal alchemy
process, where Jing (essence) transforms to Qi (vital
energy), Qi transforms to Shen (spirit), and Shen
returns to Emptiness. Fire Dragon Meridian Qigong is
a key Qigong form for those seeking healing from
cancer and other significant health challenges, and is
the practice the authors turned to in order to
transform the grief over their son's death. The book
provides background information and a detailed
description of the form itself, illustrated with
calligraphy, meridian drawings, and photographs
throughout.

Fire Dragon Meridian Qigong
Step boldly into the world of Asian Magic with this
ONLY of its kind empowered talismanic grimoire that
connects you to the same streams of wisdom that the
taoist sorcery masters of old were hooked into and
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kind that empowers you with streams of energy 24
hours a day, 7 days a week. No matter where on earth
you find yourself, your empowered talismanic book
will aid you in mastering this form of
magic.Attempting to master this sorcery without the
aid of a talismanic book such as this would take many
years.Discover powerful methods and rituals that
allow you to tap into the stream of Asian magic.Learn
how to shape-shift and create your own powerful
rituals to materialize your desires in the shortest time
possible.This Asian magic grimoire is the only book of
its kind that uses The Guild's own Sigil System. By
viewing the appropriate sigils before performing the
rituals outlined in this grimoire, you draw in powerful
energies which you can consequently project to any
person, place, or thing you wish.What's more is that
you'll also gain access to a unique Sacred Space Plate
that you can use to perform Asian magic rituals
virtually anywhere you can find space. You'll get all of
these benefits when you own this book and you'll also
receive LIFETIME assistance in the most effective
ways to use this magical tool designed for a LIFETIME
of use.

Cosmic Fusion
In his unprecedented account of the way of martial
arts, Master Zhongxian Wu explores WuDao through
systematic instruction of select practices from the
legendary Dai Family Style XinYi Martial Arts School.
Traditional Chinese martial arts embody the richness
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is an effective
internal alchemy and spiritual transformation. XinYi
martial arts, as with all traditional Chinese martial
arts, build strength and stamina, and involve a
process of inner cultivation that can bring
practitioners closer to the Dao. The author examines
and interprets the connections between Daoist
numerology, the spirit of classical Chinese martial
arts, and internal alchemy practices. With extensive
reference to the classic texts, the book provides
unique and considered guidance that will inspire and
empower practitioners of all levels. An authentic
insight into the spiritual world of classical Chinese
martial arts, this book is essential reading for
practitioners of martial arts, NeiDan (internal
alchemy), XinYi, Xingyi Quan, Taiji Quan, Bagua
Zhang, Qigong and Chinese medicine, as well as
anyone interested in traditional Chinese culture.

Shamanism in Chinese Medicine
In this fully illustrated workbook, Dr. Karin Taylor Wu
instructs you in the art of creating an individualized
Chinese Four Pillar astrology chart. For the first time
to the western audience, learn the traditional method
of BaZi calculation without needing a Chinese
calendar. Detailed instructions show how your destiny
is contained within your birth chart, and how to
understand its changes over the whole lifespan. Dr
Taylor Wu also explains the relationship between your
individual BaZi chart and your personality, emotions,
health, relationships, aptitudes, and life chances. With
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studies, Dr Taylor Wu demonstrates how to bring the
GanZhi principles to life. The workbook provides an
essential tool for optimizing personal life choices and
for developing healing, consulting, and leadership
skills in order to help others.

Vital Breath of the Dao
This is the Taoist Master Yin Shi Zi's inspirational
testament and practical guide to the healing power
and spiritual benefits of meditation. The book offers indepth documentation of the theory, physiological
aspects and instruction for the practice of meditation,
and provides an account of Yin Shi Zi's personal
experiences with meditation.

Mantras and Mudras
Fire Dragon Meridian Qigong is a traditional Chinese
internal alchemy method that embodies the spirit of
the rising dragon, an auspicious symbol of
transformation in Chinese culture. The form works
directly on the acupuncture meridians, releasing
areas of stagnation and bringing the physical and
emotional body into a balanced state of well-being.
This Qigong form implements special visualization
and breathing techniques in addition to movements
that imitate sparks arising from a bonfire and swirling
upward like a spiraling dragon. Stoking our 'inner fire'
melts away the 'ice', or the areas of blockage and
disease, opens our energetic pathways and allows the
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process, where Jing (essence) transforms to Qi (vital
energy), Qi transforms to Shen (spirit), and Shen
returns to Emptiness. Fire Dragon Meridian Qigong is
a key Qigong form for those seeking healing from
cancer and other significant health challenges, and is
the practice the authors turned to in order to
transform the grief over their son's death. The book
provides background information and a detailed
description of the form itself, illustrated with
calligraphy, meridian drawings, and photographs
throughout.

Chinese Alchemy
An introduction to the ancient Kung Fu practice
designed to unify physical, mental, and spiritual
health • Describes the unique Iron Shirt air-packing
techniques that protect vital organs from injuries •
Explains the rooting practice exercises necessary to
stabilize and center oneself • Includes guidelines for
building an Iron Shirt Chi Kung daily practice Long
before the advent of firearms, Iron Shirt Chi Kung, a
form of Kung Fu, built powerful bodies able to
withstand hand-to-hand combat. Even then, however,
martial use was only one aspect of Iron Shirt Chi
Kung, and today its other aspects remain vitally
significant for anyone seeking better health, a sound
mind, and spiritual growth. In Iron Shirt Chi Kung
Master Mantak Chia introduces this ancient practice
that strengthens the internal organs, establishes roots
to the earth’s energy, and unifies physical, mental,
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he demonstrates how to
permanently pack concentrated air into the
connective tissues (the fasciae) surrounding vital
organs, making them nearly impervious to injuries--a
great benefit to athletes and other performers. He
shows readers how once they root themselves in the
earth they can direct its gravitational and healing
power throughout their bone structure. Additionally,
Master Chia presents postural forms, muscle-tendon
meridians, and guidelines for developing a daily
practice routine. After becoming rooted and
responsive, practitioners of Iron Shirt Chi Kung can
then focus on higher spiritual work.

Shamanism in Siberia
A complete introduction to using the sounds of the
voice to promote healing • Explains the emotional
meanings and healing attributes of human vocal
expression, from vowels and consonants to natural
sounds such as laughter or sighs • Includes easy-tofollow vocal and breathing exercises • Contains
chants and mantras from cultures around the world
As infants and children we use our vocalizations to
express our needs and emotions. As we grow older
these vocalizations become confined to language. The
suppression of emotional sounds because they may
be considered childish or undignified is quite
commonplace in Western cultures. Yet when done
with vigor, the sounds made by laughing, groaning,
humming, keening, and sighing hold within them
great power for healing. In The Healing Power of the
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and provides simple, practical
exercises for beginners. He explains in detail the
meanings and healing attributes of the whole range of
human vocal expression, from vowels and consonants
to the natural sounds of laughter or sighs. He praises
the power of singing and reveals the ways in which
group singing can contribute to physical and mental
health. He also presents authentic classical chants
and mantras from cultures around the world and
shows how we can combine various vocal sounds to
form our own mantra to help clear chakra blockages.
All of the sounds discussed, as well as the techniques
for producing overtones, are placed in a ritualized
context and are accompanied by simple movements
to enhance tuning the body toward inner harmony,
health, and peace.

Qigong Meditation
Taoist techniques for replenishing our internal energy
with universal cosmic energy • Shows how to
transform excess sexual energy (Ching Chi) into selfhealing energy • Presents advanced Cosmic Healing
Chi Kung practices, which gather the limitless
resources of Cosmic Chi for healing • Explains how
opening of the three tan tiens to the six directions
allows personal consciousness to connect directly to
higher sources of energy Taoists consider our sexual
energy to be the creative force that we can use to
regenerate the body’s internal energy, but we must
learn how to harness excess sexual energy and
transform it into chi, or life-force energy. When we
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continuous energy
loop that runs up the spine
and down the front of the body--we transform it into
self-healing energy that can be stored in the organs
and the three tan tiens: energy centers in the brain,
the heart center, and the lower abdomen. The
Alchemy of Sexual Energy builds upon Microcosmic
Orbit practices discussed in Healing Light of the Tao.
The more we open the flow of our internal energy the
more capable we are of connecting to the cosmic
energy that exists outside ourselves in the universe.
By learning to open the three tan tiens to the six
directions, the Taoist practitioner combines mind
power with extension of chi to draw cosmic energy
into the body. This energy, too, can be stored in the
three tan tiens and used as needed for healing. When
we learn to flow in this way with the energy of the
Tao, life ceases to be a struggle.

Chinese Shamanic Tiger Qigong
Chinese Shamanic Tiger Qigong is a uniquely classical
practice designed to bolster our health, activate our
inner life power, and deepen our spiritual connection
to universal energy. This book illustrates the
philosophy and cultivating method of the Tiger
Qigong form and unlocks the mysterious internal
alchemy principle of LaoHu (Shamanic Tiger) Gong.
By delving further into Xiang (Daoist symbolism) of
Tiger, practitioners will receive greater benefits from
studying this book and their own Tiger Qigong
practice. Master Wu also shares how each movement
in the Tiger Qigong practice relates to the eight
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This knowledge will help
seasoned practitioners experience new dimensions of
their cultivation and sharpen their healing tools.

I Ching Acupuncture - The Balance
Method
Qigong Empowerment is the most unique and
complete volume ever written in the English language
on qigong (Chi Kung). This volume can be used for
attaining better health, for healing, for gaining
extraordinary power, and for spiritual development.
This volume consists of five books which covers: Traditional Chinese Medical theories and qi cultivation
methods. - Taoist methods to foster Essence, Qi, and
Spirit. - Buddhist Esoteric Abilities of the Body,
Speech, and Mind. - Emitting, Absorbing, and Healing
Qigong. - Wushu (martial arts) Iron Shirt training.
Qigong (Chi Kung) has been an integral part of
Chinese culture since ancient China. High level qigong
masters have always been respected and held in high
esteem in Chinese society. Qi is a Chinese term used
to refer to all types of energy. It is the intrinsic
substance or the vital force behind all things in the
universe. It is the medium between and within all
material substances. We are all immersed in it. The
term gong refers to the power to produce an effect,
an attainment of, or an accomplishment that is
achieved with steady practice. Loosely, qigong can be
translated as the attainment of qi. Healers and the
medical society use qigong for healing and preventing
illness. Martial artists use qigong for developing
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Tibetan Shamanism
The Six Healing Sounds that keep the vital organs in
optimal condition • Presents vocalizations and
accompanying postures that dissolve the tensions at
the root of unhealthy chi flow and organ malfunction •
Shows how to release excess heat trapped around the
organs and redistribute it to cooler regions of the
body to bring balance, health, and calmness to the
entire system Thousands of years ago Taoist masters
discovered that a healthy organ vibrates at a
particular frequency. They found six sounds with the
correct frequencies to keep each organ in optimal
condition. To accompany these Six Healing Sounds,
six postures were developed to activate the
acupuncture meridians, or energy channels, of the
corresponding organs. In The Six Healing Sounds
Master Mantak Chia explains how the pressures of
modern life can cause excess heat to become trapped
around the organs, causing energy blockages and
sickness. He shows readers how the vibrations of the
Six Healing Sounds and their accompanying postures
redistribute this excess heat to the cooler regions of
the body, thereby stimulating and balancing chi
energy and restoring the vital organs. Regular
practice of the Six Healing Sounds promotes optimal
health for the organs, increased sexual pleasure,
emotional balance, and the prevention of illness.

Chinese Shamanic Cosmic Orbit Qigong
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Here in one slender volume is a basic introduction to
Author Zhongxian Wu

Chinese alchemy—a tradition that dates back 5,000
years. Chinese alchemy, largely associated with
Taoism, has a recorded history of more than 2,000
years, but traditionally it goes back even further to
nearly 3000 BC and the time of the Yellow Emperor.
While Western alchemy was concerned with the
search for spiritual and material gold, classic Taoist
alchemy was a mystical quest for immortality with its
aim being union with the Absolute. Jean Cooper
describes the history and development of Taoist
alchemy, compares it to similar traditions in India and
Turkistan, and gives it context by contrasting it with
the rationale of the Western hermetic tradition. As
she writes in her concluding chapter: The whole work
of alchemy is summed up in the phrase "To make of
the body a spirit and of the spirit a body". . . . The
goal of the Taoist alchemist-mystic was
transformation, or perhaps more correctly,
transfiguration, of the whole body until it ceases to
"be" and is absorbed into and becomes the Tao. This
is an essential guide for anyone interested in Chinese
legend and lore, Chinese magic and medicine, and
Taoism.

Fusion of the Five Elements
This engaging, highly anticipated book compellingly
describes healing techniques of Chinese shamanism
while respecting the tradition. CT Holman, a medically
trained and licensed clinician of over 20 years, clearly
explains how Chinese shamanism can be seamlessly
woven into modern lifestyle and contemporary
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and emotional
imbalances by applying shamanic-influenced
techniques including visualizations, verbal healing
and shamanic drumming, among others for self-care
and medical treatment. The primary resource for the
material presented originates from the author's
intensive decade-long study under shamanic teacher,
Master Zhongxian Wu. Several color illustrations and
before-and-after patient photos are included that
beautifully depict the spirit-based diagnostics and
treatments. Incorporating numerous clinical examples
and thoroughly researched procedures, this book
teaches practitioners how to combine treatments concentrating on the spirit and soul - with modern
medicine to treat the whole person and enrich their
practice. This enlightening book is a must-read for
Chinese medicine practitioners, other medical
professionals and non-professionals interested in the
subject.

Peace, Love and Healing
Essential reading for serious students of Chinese
practical arts, including medicine, martial arts and
FengShui, Master Zhongxian Wu and Dr Karin Taylor
Wu provide a detailed explanation of the 22 GanZhi
symbols in this book, outlining the characteristics of
each, and their interactions and relationships.
TianGan (Heavenly Stems) and DiZhi (Earthly
Branches), commonly abbreviated to GanZhi,
originated in the ancient Chinese cosmological
sciences and is a complex calendrical system which
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Yin or Yang perspective of Five Elements and embody
the Way of Heaven. The 12 symbols of Zhi, made
manifest in the 12 animals of the Chinese zodiac, hold
the root of each Element and embrace the Way of
Earth. Poetic summaries from the Song dynasty give
the reader a deep understanding of the nature of
each Stem and their relationship to each other.
Offering an unprecedented insight into the subtleties
and far-reaching influence of this ancient system, this
book will be invaluable for the study or practice of
Chinese medicine, FengShui, Chinese astrology,
traditional Chinese cosmology, Qigong, Taiji, and
other inner cultivation practices. A set of study cards
(9781848191501), also published by Singing Dragon,
are available to accompany this book.

Seeking the Spirit of The Book of Change
A guide to the advanced practice of Inner Alchemy,
which brings the physical body into balance with the
energy body • Presents the second level of Inner
Alchemy practices that use the eight forces of the
pakua (bagwa) to collect, gather, and condense chi in
the body • Explains how to balance negative
emotional energy with positive energy to detoxify,
nourish, and integrate the physical and the energy
body with the forces of nature • Shows how to collect
and channel the greater energies of the stars and
planets to create unity between what is above and
below Cosmic Fusion is an advanced level of Inner
Alchemy that teaches how to bring the physical body
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the pearl of compassion that is one with Original
Creation and the Universal Tao. Cosmic Fusion works
with the expression of the eight pakua (bagwa) of
Chinese cosmology, through which all creation is
divided and given form, nature, and definition. Cosmic
Fusion exercises establish the spiritual body firmly in
the lower abdomen, where chi energy is gathered and
distributed to all parts of the body--and into all
creation. The fully illustrated exercises in this book
also show how to collect and channel the greater
energies of the stars and planets. By “fusing” all
these different energies together, a harmonious
whole is created, a unity of what is above and below.
As heavenly and earthly forces are brought into
balance, the life perfectly suited to the practitioner
manifests, allowing the spirit body to prepare to move
into worlds beyond--and back.

Qigong Empowerment
Looks at a variety of Taoist magic diagrams,
talismans, and charms, discusses the magical use of
calligraphy, and explains the importance of graphic
symbolism in Chinese culture

Healing Power of Mudras
Chinese Shamanic Tiger Qigong is a uniquely classical
practice designed to bolster our health, activate our
inner life power, and deepen our spiritual connection
to universal energy. This book illustrates the
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alchemy principle of LaoHu (Shamanic Tiger) Gong.
By delving further into Xiang (Daoist symbolism) of
Tiger, practitioners will receive greater benefits from
studying this book and their own Tiger Qigong
practice. Master Wu also shares how each movement
in the Tiger Qigong practice relates to the eight
extraordinary meridians, twelve organ meridians and
twenty four JieQi (seasons). This knowledge will help
seasoned practitioners experience new dimensions of
their cultivation and sharpen their healing tools.

Shamanism in Chinese Medicine
Almost all the books on the planet on the subject of
ascension are written about planetary ascension.
However, because of the extraordinary times in which
we now live, in terms of Earth's history, there is a new
opening and potentiality to also begin one's cosmic
ascension process. This has never before been
available. It must be understood, as Vywamus has
said, that in completing our planetary ascension, we
are no more than one-tenth of the way up a ten-inch
ruler in terms of our cosmic ascension process. This
includes most of the ascended masters. We on Earth
who are working to complete our seven levels of
initiation must remember that there are 352 levels of
initiation to return to the godhead, or Father-Mother
God, at the top of creation. Most of the Ascended
Masters of the entire Spiritual Hierarchy are not
beyond the 12th initiation. This is not a criticism, just
a statement of fact. The question is, "What lies
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guided to write his book.

Chinese Shamanic Cosmic Orbit Qigong:
Esoteric Talismans, Mantras, and Mudras
in Healing and Inner Cultivation
A classic of patient empowerment, Peace, Love &
Healing offered the revolutionary message that we
have an innate ability to heal ourselves. Now proven
by numerous scientific studies, the connection
between our minds and our bodies has been
increasingly accepted as fact throughout the
mainstream medical community. In a new
introduction, Dr. Bernie Siegel highligths current
research on the relationships among consciousness,
psychosocial factors, attitude and immune function.
"Love and peace of mind do protect us," Siegel writes.
"They allow us to overcome the problems that life
hands us. They teach us to surviveto live nowto have
the courage to confront each day."

Chinese Shamanic Tiger Qigong
Master Wu provides detailed instruction and
explanation of the esoteric Chinese Shamanic Cosmic
Orbit Qigong in this DVD. With full, uninterrupted
demonstration of the practice, and a special feature
demonstrating the standing style form, it is a
complete introduction to this form for students and
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Calculating the BaZi
An introduction to mystical and esoteric Christianity
for the general reader, this book takes an in-depth
look at the deeper, symbolic meanings behind the
central concepts and practices of the Christian
tradition including prayer, love, evil, forgiveness and
salvation.
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